
  
Here’s to Children and Nature!

This edition of Wonder is focused on the 
Nature Action Collaborative for Children 
Universal Principle:

We believe it is important that 
children have daily access to 

nature-based outdoor and indoor 
environments in their early 

childhood programs and schools.

Happy New Year! Let’s celebrate the dawn 
of 2016 with a renewed commitment to 
provide every child with her own ‘just 
right’ opportunities to connect with the 
natural world. Let’s make our education 
environments into places where children 
can dance in the wind, discover bugs, 
grow a flower, cry in the rain, create with 
rocks, share their feelings, feed their sense 
of wonder, investigate hands-on, ask deep 
questions, and dream the impossible. 

Our children are ready and waiting. Let’s 
all do at least one new thing to provide 
them with more opportunities than before.
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Future Issues of Wonder  

We invite you to email your ideas, 
stories, and photos that relate to 

 children’s connections with nature to:

 Tara Hild 
tarah@natureexplore.org
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Reflection: Levi’s Peace Garden
from Barb Meraz, UCDC Site Director, Southeast Missouri State University/Sikeston, United States

“One love…,” the Bob Marley song played softly on the CD player as the preschool children at our Sikeston University Child 
Development Center at Southeast Missouri State University glued brightly colored collage items on the black felt cut-out. The 
word L-O-V-E was spelled out. This collaborative project came about through a discussion on peace. “Peace and quiet,” Kaydin 
said. “When there is peace, we love each other.” 

Peace is What We Find in Our Natural Outdoor Classroom

With room to run, room to play beneath the willow branches, and lots of room for discovery, peace and quiet abound for us in this 
space.  

The children extended their conversation about peace in the outdoor classroom as they looked at the memorial marker that 
was recently placed in our corner garden. The granite stone has the name of a classmate, Levi, who passed away suddenly one 
weekend at age 3½. Levi’s favorite color was orange, so an October Glory Maple tree was planted in his honor near the marker. 
Children sit on the wooden bench to rest or read and relax. The outdoor classroom was Levi’s favorite place to be; spending time 
outdoors was important to him and his family as they enjoyed the outdoors together in many ways.

The conversation about peace turned to a discussion of being ‘peaceful’ in the outdoors, and the corner garden space was renamed 
“Levi’s Peace Garden.” 

A Celebration of Peace and Healing

We planned a memorial event to honor Levi and dedicate the space and the trees that were planted. His family attended and we 
all wore something orange. We combined the event with a cookout and invited all of the center families and former staff who 
knew Levi. We could see firsthand the healing taking place as conversations filled with warm memories of Levi were shared. With 
smiles and tears, we watched the family’s new baby, River, laying peacefully in his stroller. 

We decided to meet every year in May to celebrate life and to honor Levi’s memory and his love of the outdoors. Through the 
generosity of Forest ReLeaf of Missouri and Project CommuniTree, we have planted a new tree every year in Levi’s Peace Garden. 
Our event this past May included River, now a rambunctious toddler, running through the outdoor classroom and loving the 
opportunity to explore nature. His parents watched 
him and his mom commented that, “... it feels like 
we’ve come full circle.” 

This year’s Shumard Oak tree will continue to grow 
strong and tall and we hope children will continue 
to enjoy the ‘peace and quiet’ 
of Levi’s Peace Garden.

Consider this:

• Connections with nature can help children and 
adults negotiate the ups and downs in life. What 
are some ways you can enhance your environ-
ment with natural elements and living plant 
material?

• What would it be like if you held your next 
annual event in your nature-based outdoor envi-
ronment? What steps can you take to make this happen?
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Reflection: Autumn Explorations
from Tammy Beeman, United States

In northeast Ohio, the change of season brings many opportunities to enjoy and explore nature. Autumn is a wonderful time to enjoy 
the changing colors of the leaves, bountiful harvests, cooler weather, and all of the many different fruit orchards that are unique to Ohio. 

Grow with Me Home Childcare is a family-based child care home located in this beautiful area. Recently the children of Grow with Me 
Home Childcare began a unit on apples. 
This study was inspired through a discus-
sion of the changing seasons, as fall colors 
began to emerge in late September and 
freshly picked apples were served at lunch. 
The children are very aware of the changing 
seasons. They experience the physical 
changes in their environment on a daily 
basis as learning takes place in the outdoor 
classroom. 

Our exploration of seasonal changes and 
apples continued with a fun family event. 
On an early October Saturday morning, the 
 children visited an apple orchard with their 
families. Everyone was able to spend time 
in the beauti ful orchard picking apples and 
enjoying the crisp fall weather. Children 
acquired first-hand knowledge of apples as 
they touched, tasted, and observed apples 
that had fallen on the ground.

The following Monday, the children made 
applesauce to enjoy at lunch time and the 
messy area in the outdoor classroom was 
converted to a pie shop where they were 
able to explore making pies with natural 
materials. The program serves mixed ages 
and the sensory experience was very 
engaging to the young toddlers as well 
as the preschool children. Coopera-
tive play emerged as children took turns playing baker as well as customers. Paper 
and pencils were added for order taking by a school-age child who enjoyed playing 
in the pie shop after returning from school.The outdoor classroom is one of the most 
natural places for children to learn. Adding this space is one of the best things I have 
done to improve my program. I have seen more problem solving, language develop-
ment, science, math, social studies, and cooperative play occur here ‘naturally’ than 
anywhere else. 

Winter is fast approaching, but it won’t keep us indoors. We love the snow and fun 
that this frosty season brings. 

Consider this:

• How can you enhance your indoor and outdoor environments to support 
 connections to nature in every season?

Try this at your site!

Photograph by Tammy Beeman

The mission of the Nature Action Collaborative for 
Children is to re-connect children with the natural world by making developmentally appropriate 

nature education a sustaining and enriching part of the daily lives of the world’s children.
www.worldforumfoundation.org/nature
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Have an Adventure! Breathing With a Tree

We are bathed in air all the time, but we don’t 
think about it much. Go outside and sit near 
a tree. Breathe in and blow out in deep, slow 
breaths. You are part of a team. The leaves of trees 
and plants breathe in what you are breathing out. 
Plants breathe out (give off) the healthy air that 
people and animals breathe in.

 � Because air cannot be seen, it can be diffi-
cult for children to understand what it is. 
Helping them realize how it feels in and on 
their bodies will make it real to them.

 � Helping children tune in to how their 
bodies are feeling is a foundational part of 
this activity and something that can benefit 
people of all ages. With heightened aware-
ness comes appreciation for and curiosity 
about the air that surrounds us. 

 � This is a good activity to do on a regular basis. Children will experience it differently depending on weather, mood, and 
 location.

Take Action! Bring ‘Air-Cleaning’ Plants Indoors

Talk with children about how plants or small trees can make the air inside your school fresher and healthier. Ask for their ideas on 
what kinds of plants or small trees they would like to have in their environment. Once you’ve decided what you’d like to add, bring 
the potted plants or small trees to your school as ‘air cleaners’! 

�	If possible, involve children in helping to 
pot the plant or tree. If this is not feasible, 
then invite children to do the watering. 

� Ask for children’s ideas about how 
you will take care of the plants or trees. 
Creating a ‘helper chart’ so children can 
take turns watering is a great way to foster 
a sense of  stewardship. 

To download the complete activity pages,  
visit www.worldforumfoundation.org/eak  
for the Environmental Toolkit for Educators.
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